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French Revolution Yahoo Answers
The French Revolution (1789–1799) was a period of political and social upheaval in the political
history of France and Europe as a whole, during which the French governmental structure,
previously an absolute monarchy with feudal privileges for the aristocracy and Catholic clergy,
underwent radical change to forms based on Enlightenment ...
French Revolution? | Yahoo Answers
The French Revolution (1789–1799) was a pivotal period in the history of French, European and
Western civilization. During this time, republicanism replaced the absolute monarchy in France, and
the country's Roman Catholic Church was forced to undergo a radical restructuring.
French Revolution?????? | Yahoo Answers
Yes, French Revolution was success. What failed was the political system of the I. French Republic
which did not fulfill political, economic, and social expectation of the masses.
Was the French Revolution a success? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: The social causes also led to the outbreak of the revolution. The inequalities prevailing
in the society created much discontentment among the masses and forced them to oppose the
prevalent social structure. The French society was mainly divided into two classes: (i) the
privileged, and (ii ...
French Revolution? | Yahoo Answers
How did the citizens of France react to the French Government? What was the result of the French
Revolution and the Napoleonic Era and what is the lasting impact in France?
French Revolution? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: The National Assembly tried to pacify the aroused peasantry. A leader of the National
Assembly announced the “end of feudalism”. They were pacified for the time being. Declaration of
Rights of Man and Citizen - Very similar to American Declaration of Independence. Natural Rights liberty ...
French Revolution....? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: The French Revolution began partly because of growing discontent among the Third
Estate (the common people)over the dreadful economic situation in France. In the course of the
eighteenth century, food prices had risen but wages had not, bread was at its highest price ever in
July 1789. all the ...
french revolution? help!!? | Yahoo Answers
Weather and a volcano... The volcano, krakatau August 26, 1883, i think, changed the weather
around the world and crops were losed. The little people were hungry and the government was not
helping them.
what are the cause of the french revolution? | Yahoo Answers
According to my reading the French revolution was the dramatic one out of all the revolution. the
10 years periods during .France went from monarchy rules by King Louis XVI to a republic ruled by
the people.they began to kill off the nobility and those that opposed the committee. and than
Napoleon the dictator toke over he came back 100 days ...
French Revolution Summary? | Yahoo Answers
i need to do this for a history project.. what would be a good advertisement for a newspaper during
the Great Fear of the French Revolution?
Advertisement During the French Revolution? | Yahoo Answers
Okay, there are three things I need help with on this. 1. National Assembly -What happened during
it -Where it took place 2. The Estates-General -Generally everything that happened during it! 3.
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Committee of Public Safety & Robespierre - What it was about - When it happened Please respond
too! I really need help with this one!
French Revolution help? | Yahoo Answers
I have an assignment and I have to write a few 'newspaper articles' for a pretend newspaper on the
French Revolution. I have to write about: France's economic problems (1770's and 1780's) The
Adoption of the Constitution of 1791 and The Adoption of the Declaration of the Rights of Man. If
anyone has written about these ...
French Revolution Help? | Yahoo Answers
Best Answer: The people rose up against the French Aristocracy as they were living their life in total
poverty while the aristocracy used French taxes to live a life of extraordinary luxury and excess.
The Aristocracy treated the overage citizen with contempt. The French were being heavily taxed to
pay for ...
French Revolution? | Yahoo Answers
How did the ideas of Abbe Sieyes contribute to the revolutionary situation in France in 189?
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